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Options for Safe, Secure and Legal Asset Preservation for Post-Resuscitation Access

- **William Falcon**: The Reanimation Foundation (may NOT be posted on a web site)
- **Rudi Hoffman**: The Hoffman Prototype Cryonics Trust, A Dynasty Trust Format
- **Jim Yount**: American Cryonics Society: The ACS Asset Preservation Program
- **Lori Rhodes**: Terasem: Cryo-Documentation: Vital Statistics & Points to Ponder
- **Edward Thorp**: How to Maximize Your Trust Assets & A Cryo-Preservation Instrument of Trust
- **Ben Best**: Cryonics Institute: Preserving Your Priority Asset

Presentations by A. Christopher Sega, Esq. and John Dedon, Esq., as given at Terasem’s 1st Annual Colloquium on the Law of Transhuman Persons, 2005. ★★

- **Chris Sega, Esq.**: Possible Legal Rights of Cryonically Revived Persons
- **John Dedon, Esq.**: Functions of a Trust Protector During Biostasis and at the Time of Cryonic Revival

Don Laughlin: General Provisions of A Reanimation Trust
- **Russell Cheney**: Willed Versus Living Trust Estates
- **James Clement J.D., LL.M.**: A Cryonics Friendly Living Will

Articles by non-group members provided by:
- **Tim Shavers**: Summary of State Rule Against Perpetuities Laws (© Copyright Elizabeth M. Schurig and Amy P. Jebel)
Perpetuities, Taxes, and Asset Protection: An Empirical Assessment of the Jurisdictional Competition for Trust Funds (05/2008, Robert M. Sitkoff and Max M. Schanzenback)
- **Nick Pavlica**: The Cryonics Society: To be included upon completion.

Thank-you to all contributors.

Each entry in this notebook is quite literally a GIFT of knowledge to our fellow cryonicists. All contributors (or their sponsors) paid all of their own expenses to attend our gatherings and/or to prepare their materials. This notebook is available to all cryonics organizations for reproduction (as is - without alterations - note web exception for Reanimation Foundation) and distribution to their memberships.
April 17, 2008

Terasem Movement, Inc. is a 501c3 not-for-profit charity endowed for the purpose of educating the public on the practicality and necessity of greatly extending human life, consistent with diversity and unity, via geoethical nanotechnology and personal cyberconsciousness, concentrating in particular on facilitating revivals from biostasis. The Movement focuses on preserving, evoking, reviving and downloading human consciousness.

Terasem accomplishes its objectives by convening publicly accessible symposia, publishing explanatory analyses, conducting demonstration projects, issuing grants and encouraging public belief in a positive technologically-based future.

Terasem Movement, Inc., with express permission from Mr. John Dedon, Esq. of Odin, Feldman & Pittleman, PC in Fairfax, VA and Mr. Christopher Sega, Esq. of Venable LLP in Washington, DC, provides the following copies of their articles as adapted from presentations each offered during the 1st Annual Colloquium on the Law of Transhuman Persons held on December 10, 2005 at Terasem’s Space Coast, Florida Office.

Each author referenced above gave his express permission solely for the purpose of including his article within the evolving notebook, product of the May 31, 2008, Huntington Beach, CA gathering of legal, financial, and related professionals exploring the Options for Safe, Secure, and Legal Asset Preservation for Post-Resuscitation Access.

Articles and presentations from Terasem hosted events may be accessed though Terasem’s main website at: www.terasemcentral.org, or though Terasem’s Journals website at: www.TerasemJournals.org. Audio and video of each Terasem Event presentation may be accessed either by going to Terasem’s Event webpage at: http://terasemcentral.org/events.html or though Terasem’s Event Archives at: http://terasemcentral.org/archive.html.

For greater information regarding Terasem’s founders, missions, events, projects, journals, or grants, please contact:

Lorraine J. Rhodes
Legal Research & Writing Manager
Terasem Movement, Inc.
P.O. Box 372869
Satellite Beach, FL 32937

PH: 321-676-3690 ext. 100
FAX: 321-676-3691
EMAIL: lori@terasemcentral.org
Consensus is neither sought nor desired - just knowledgeable options.

- supporting individual choices -

This evolving project is independent of any specific cryonics organization in order to make it useful and available to ALL cryonicists.

Please suggest additional knowledgeable contacts, references and legal updates.

Cairn Idun
Options for Safe, Secure and Legal Asset Preservation for Post-Resuscitation Access

Addressing Each Concept  By Cairn Idun

Careful and considered thought went into each word, along with the phrasing, for the title of our asset preservation group.

OPTIONS
When I buy a car I want options - options to suit my desires and my finances. The desire for options is self-evident to our highly individualistic gathering. In fact, most of you responded rather positively to that particular concept. The notebook position is to “put it all out there” without ranking. Both the subjective and objective differences throughout the members of our cryonics community will influence each individual.

SAFE
I want my car to be safe. A faulty break system could lead to an accident. Is any part of my asset preservation program subject to accident? How can an accident be prevented? How can it recover if an accident does ensue?

SECURE
I want my car to be secure. A poor locking system could allow thievery. Is my asset preservation program tamper resistant?

LEGAL
I want my car to be legal. If my car is not properly registered and safety inspected, the state could exert its power to deny me access to it. Is my asset preservation program legally protected from state intervention (on behalf of not only itself, but of friends, society and relatives)?

ASSET
I value my car. Have I given thoughtful consideration as to which of my assets (some are not monetary - photographs, momentos) I want to have brought forward into the future with me?

PRESERVATION
When I leave I want my car to be protected from deteriorating forces (hail, acid rain, rusting). Does my asset preservation program implement strategies to prevent deterioration of my valued assets?

POST-RESUSCITATION
If I leave on an extended trip I want my car to still be here when I get back. And I want to make sure that I can come back. If I fail to keep up my obligations (payments, for example), my car could be confiscated. If I leave the country and anger either my home country or the country that I am visiting, I may be held captive in one or denied return to the other. Does my asset preservation program have sufficient incentives for my protectors to maintain my assets throughout my biostasis and then to facilitate my revival? Does it have provisions to relocate to the “friendliest” jurisdiction?

ACCESS
When I return from my extended trip I want access to my car. If my identity is stolen - whoops! Does my asset preservation program address tests to determine that, “I am me.” Does it ensure that I am the final recipient?

Dear presenters and responders: I would be most appreciative to have these concerns addressed. Thank-you for your knowledge and thoughtfulness.  Cairn